
  

 

DO THAT WHICH IS RIGHT!

THE TEN IMPERATIVES

Reality is the model for Truth, which hath brought thee out of the
state of ignorance, out of the bondage of nonresponsibility.

I. Thou shalt have no other models, for Truth, before Reality.
 

II. Thou shalt not make unto thee any substitute model, or any approximation of any entity that
is a class abstract of perceptual concretes, or that is a perceptual concrete, or that is an
abstract constituent of a perceptual concrete, and subject thy theory to it; for Reality demands
absolute fidelity as the model for Truth, visiting the cost of contradiction upon immediate
logical consequences and upon further generations of consequences inferred from premises
that contradict Reality, and sparing such cost upon noncontradictory identifications of Reality
and all their logical consequences.

 

III. Thou shalt not compromise Truth, for Reality will not hold harmless him who predicates
Truth in vain.

 

IV. Remember the importance to mental integration of allotting time for recreation and aesthetic
experience, and, during such experience, of maintaining a holistic focus.  Only until thou
reacheth the limit of thy capacity to hold the full context for each goal shalt thou reason, and
draw logical inferences; but when thou reacheth that limit, it shall be time for recreation and
aesthetic experience for thee and for any of thy collaborators who reacheth their limits; for
parts of the Whole are all that there is, and the Whole is not a part.

 

V. Honor the valid forerunners of thy unfolding theories so that thou wilt long enjoy the
foundation contextual Truths provide from which to discover Truths in broader contexts.

 

VI. Thou shalt not destroy consciousness.
 

VII. Thou shalt not fake celebration of thyself.
 

VIII. Thou shalt not deprive thy neighbor of liberty or use of property to derive unearned value.
 

IX. Thou shalt not fake Reality to manipulate thy neighbor.
 

X. Thou shalt neither desire nor obtain unearned value from thy neighbor.

 

THE RULE OF SANCTION

Thou shalt sanction neither thine own nor thy neighbor's victimization.

 

THE PLATINUM RULE

Thou shalt neither live for thy neighbor's sake nor ask that he live for thine.         
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